ASHRAE LONDON CHAPTER

PRESENTS

ASCOT NIGHT

at the

REGION II 1988 CRC

LONDON, ONTARIO

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 7TH, 1988

PROGRAM
RULES OF THE TRACK

Each bettor will be given $1,000.00 worth of ASHRAE bucks with which to wager.

No additional ASHRAE bucks will be available—so do not lose it all on the first race.

Tickets for prize draw will be sold at the end of the 7th race for $500.00 per ticket at all betting windows. Even if you are bankrupt you are still entitled to one draw ticket.

There will not be any "Place" or "Show" betting. Bet to win only.

CALCULATION OF ODDS

The odds will be calculated and posted prior to the start of each race. Once the race begins all betting is stopped and the odds finalized. Payment will be based on the finalized odds only.

WHAT THE ODDS MEAN BASED ON $100.00 WAGER

1 to 1 pays out $200.00
2 to 1 pays out $300.00
3 to 1 pays out $400.00
4 to 1 pays out $500.00
5 to 1 pays out $600.00
6 to 1 pays out $700.00

There will NOT be any Daily Doubles, Quinella or Exacta betting opportunities. BET TO WIN ON EACH RACE.
TRANSLATION
1. FUNNY MONEY owned by P.E. TRUE DOUGH
   Jockey: Roger Perron
2. MISS PUTT owned by FRUSTRATED GOLFER
   Jockey: Heather Blue
3. CANADIAN DOLLAR owned by DROPPING out of SIGHT
   Jockey: Azarias Servant
4. LOAN REPAID owned by WINDFALL out of DEBT
   Jockey: Lorraine Doyle
5. BREATHLESS owned by JOGGER out of CONDITION
   Jockey: Dalton McIntyre
6. ANNE TEAK owned by CURIO out of DATE
   Jockey: Nancy MacDonald
2ND RACE

1. MINES A GIN owned by MAN out of CASH
   Jockey: Chris Hales

2. GOT TO GO owned by WILLIE MAKE IT
   Jockey: Gary Blue

3. NEWSPRINT out EDITION owned by NEVER SAY DYE
   Jockey: Raynald Courtemanche

4. DRY ROT out of DAMP WALLS
   Jockey: Peter Golem

5. SECOND LOW owned by BRIDESMAID out of JOB
   Jockey: Victor Belliveau

6. CASSEROLE out of OVEN owned by BURNT FINGERS
   Jockey: Jim Ovens

CHAPTER CHALLENGE
1. ALMOST PERFECT owned by NINE out of TEN
   Jockey: Sandy Burroughs

2. CABARET owned by SINGER out of TUNE
   Jockey: Josephine Flagg

3. COMPENSATION owned by SETTLEMENT out of COURT
   Jockey: Joyce Johnson

4. STRANDED LADY owned by CAR out of GAS
   Jockey: Emma Buckler

5. SPINNING out of CONTROL owned by REVOLUTIONS
   Jockey: Pat Olsen

6. ACCOUNTANT'S DELIGHT owned by FIGURES EXACTLY
   Jockey: Elaine Landray
M. A. Stewart & Sons Ltd.
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4TH RACE

FREE MONEY owned by PRESENTS out of PETTY CASH
Jockey: George Buckler

2. EXTRA TERRESTRIAL owned by SDN out of SPACE
Jockey: Barney Burroughs

3. LATE DELIVERY owned by CANADA POST
Jockey: Louis Flagg

4. QUICK SNACK owned by BAKED BEANS out of TIN
Jockey: Norm Johnson

5. OFF CUT owned by CHIP out of LONG PLANK
Jockey: Donald Nichols

6. TAX AVOIDANCE owned by DEEP DISCOUNT STOCK
Jockey: Richard Wright

THE STALLION'S CHALLENGE
EDGAR A. DOBSON
SYSTEMS SALES
Landis & Gyr Powers, Ltd.
428 Millen Road, Unit 26
Stoney Creek, Ontario L8E 3N9
(416) 580-5837  Fax (416) 682-3705
In Wats: 519 Area 1-800-263-6523

5TH RACE
FILLIE'S FINALE

1. GREAT EXPECTATIONS owned by BOLD DIGGER
   Jockey: Anne Marie Béliveau

2. FRENCH KNICKERS owned by CHEEKY LADY
   Jockey: Donna Buchanan

3. MISS PLUMB owned by LINE out of PERPENDICULAR
   Jockey: Guilda Levesque

4. BULL AMOK owned by PROPRIETOR of CHINA SHOP
   Jockey: Joan Thompson

5. OFF THE RACK owned by TIGHT FIT
   Jockey: Brenda Biggar

6. JUST A LITTLE owned by NOT A LOT
   Jockey: Gail Menzies
6TH RACE

HOST'S CHALLENGE

1. SWEATY SOCK owned by ATHLETE'S FOOT
   Jockey: Cliff Morrison

2. ALL THE APPLES owned by A. GAMBLER
   Jockey: Don Johnson

3. NO VICES owned by BORING LIFE
   Jockey: Charles Clemence

4. CAN'T MAKE UP MY MIND owned by I.N. DECISIVE
   Jockey: Daryl Boyce

5. GREAT FUTURE owned by SO-SO PAST
   Jockey: Tom Drennan

6. CLOSED THE JOB owned by LOW BIDDER
   Jockey: Bert Fenner